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Industrially, matte films are obtained either by sandblasting the surface or by chemical attack with hydrofluoric 
acid HF. The use of an extremely corrosive acid and the difficulty of obtaining well-controlled blurs are the 
main limitations of these techniques. The main optical properties are transmittance, haze and clarity. Haze is 
defined as light scattered at angles greater than 2.5°. High haze leads to an attenuation of contrast and an 
image that appears dull and hazy. Clarity is defined as light scattered at angles less than 2.5°. High clarity 
allows fine details to be seen through the sample and corresponds to a sharp image. Haze and clarity are 
therefore not related: high haze does not imply low clarity. 
 
Photopolymerization is the most widespread technique industrially for manufacturing coatings (thin films a few 
micrometers thick). We observed that the photopolymerization of certain acrylate monomers under ambient 
atmosphere led to films spontaneously presenting well-defined surface morphologies (lamellae, hexagons, 
etc.). These surface textures give the films optical properties (haze, clarity, transmittance) which can be 
modulated from 0 to 100% by adjusting the type and size of the morphologies. The latter depend both on the 
monomer reactivity, the thickness of the film, the crosslinking rate and the power of the UV lamp.[1]  
 
While maintaining their original optical properties, we want now to give new properties to the films. 
First, these films have fairly low mechanical properties and resistance to abrasion which can be improved. To 
do this, two strategies can be considered: increasing the Tg of the films by using mixtures of acrylate 
monomers or incorporating silica particles in the formulation. 
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We will then have to ensure their good dispersion, for example by the chemical modification of their surface [2], 
and consider that each will be an additional crosslinking point to be taken into account to adjust the 
self-texturing conditions. In the same way, the impact of higher Tg on morphologies will be studied. 
 
Second, like most polymeric materials, coatings are difficult to remove and are rarely repairable. To adress this 
issue, dynamic covalent bonds could be implemented within the films. In fact, this chemistry includes in 
particular reversible reactions under the action of a stimulus (pH, temperature, light, etc.) and exchange 
reactions operating according to an associative mechanism. These materials are characterized by the dynamics 
of the exchange reactions, which reflect the lifetime of the dynamic chemical bonds, and by a thermodynamic 
equilibrium constant equal to one. They open up completely new perspectives in the field of recycling, assembly 
or improvement of the physico-chemical and thermo-mechanical properties of commodity polymers.[3] 
Thus, introducing dynamic covalent crosslinks, such as boronic esters or imines, should give films that can be 
repaired (by heating) and removed (by adding small competitive molecules). To do this, we will add monomer 
equiped with exangeable fonctions and complementary dynamic crosslinkers. The optical, mechanical and 
self-healing properties of the photopolymerized films will be studied with variable amounts of additives (dynamic 
monomer, ratio of classical and dynamic crosslinkers). Composite films with silica nanoparticles functionnalized 
with exchangeable functions would be studied.  
 
It is noteworthy that these film composites could also be formulated with other particules such as silver 
nanoparticles and zeolites or MOFs, to develop anti-microbial and VOC capturing coatings. Indeed, inside 
pollution is a major challenge in housing but also in spaces such as hospital. Such coatings could be deposit on 
any furnitures and windows ... allowing very large active surface. 


